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Abstract. People in the Internet era have to cope with the information overload, striving to find what they
are interested in, and usually face this situation by following a limited number of sources or friends that
best match their interests. A recent line of research, namely adaptive social recommendation, has therefore
emerged to optimize the information propagation in social networks and provide users with personalized
recommendations. Validation of these methods by agent-based simulations often assumes that the tastes
of users and can be represented by binary vectors, with entries denoting users’ preferences. In this work
we introduce a more realistic assumption that users’ tastes are modeled by multiple vectors. We show
that within this framework the social recommendation process has a poor outcome. Accordingly, we design
novel measures of users’ taste similarity that can substantially improve the precision of the recommender
system. Finally, we discuss the issue of enhancing the recommendations’ diversity while preserving their
accuracy.
PACS. 89.75.-k Complex systems – 89.20.Ff Computer science and technology – 89.70.-a Information
and communication theory

1 Introduction

fusion in a social system where connections evolve (adapt)
in order to link users with similar interests. In other words,
We live in the information and communications technol- the system analyses the information consumption patterns
ogy (ICT) based society where information is overabun- of users and assigns to each of them suitable information
dant, and where recommender systems are widely used to sources. Then users obtain recommendations as a natural
filter out irrelevant information [1]. Common techniques to result of the information spreading process. The model has
obtain recommendations include collaborative filtering [2, been extensively tested by agent-based simulations [13],
3], Bayesian clustering [4], probabilistic latent semantic and additional aspects like users’ reputation [14], implicit
analysis [5], matrix decomposition [6], mass diffusion [7] ratings [15], local topology optimization [16], leadership
and heat conduction [8]. Many issues related to recom- structure [17] and link reciprocity [18] were subsequently
mender systems have also been considered, such as the investigated in detail.
The agent-based framework used in these works asdiversity of the recommendations [9], the influence of the
network topology [10] and the feedback effect of iterated sumes that users’ interests are modeled by binary taste
vectors, with entries indicating whether a user has prefrecommendations [11].
Recently, the advent of information-sharing websites erence for some category (which can be music, movies,
like Twitter, Facebook and Digg, where users select oth- science, politics, to name a few). This assumption may
ers as information sources or friends and import stories appear to be too simplistic to model real users, as each
or posts from them, has shifted the paradigm of recom- category can have sub-categories: there are different mumender systems to the social ground. Specifically, an ap- sic genders, kind of movies, scientific disciplines, and so
proach named social recommendation has emerged to make on, and an user who likes classical music may be not indirect use of the connections between the members of a so- terested in or even totally dislike rap. Additionally, real
ciety [12]. The outcome of such recommendation process users are heterogeneous in the number of categories and
thus depends on the structure of the network of connec- topics they like, for instance user i can be interested in
tions, with higher success rate if linked users share similar science, politics and sport, whereas user j may like music
and movies.
interests.
In this work we build on a more realistic assumption:
A newly proposed adaptive method for social recomusers’
interests are represented by multiple vectors, meanmendation [13] is based on the process of information difing that each category is represented by a binary vector
a
with entries giving the preference for the relative sube-mail: an.zeng@unifr.ch
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categories. We test the robustness of the adaptive recommendation method within this assumption, and identify the measures of users’ taste similarity which are efficient for constructing the social network to obtain accurate recommendations. The properties of the network
are also analysed in detail. Finally we propose a method
to considerably enhance the diversity of the recommendation process, while preserving its accuracy.

2 Model description
We first briefly summarize the adaptive recommendation
method introduced in [13]. The system consists of U users,
each is connected by directed links to L other users, who
represents her information sources and to whom we refer
as her leaders. The value of L is fixed as users can follow
a limited number of sources. Users receive pieces of information (we will speak about news for brevity) from their
leaders, and eventually assess them. In addition, they can
introduce new content to the system. Evaluation of news
α by user i (eiα ) is either +1 (liked), −1 (disliked) or 0
(not read yet). The set of evaluations from any pair of
users i and j is the basis to compute their similarity of
interests (or reading tastes), which we denote as sij . The
explicit recipes to compute users’ similarity are presented
in the next section. We remark that, apart from their evaluations, no other information about users is assumed by
the model.
2.1 Propagation of news
When news α is introduced to the system by user i at time
tα , it is passed from i to the users j who have selected her
as a leader (to whom we refer as her followers), with a
recommendation score proportional to their similarity sij .
If this news is later liked by one of users j who received
it, it is similarly passed further to this user’s followers k,
with recommendation score proportional to sjk , and so
on. Summarizing, for a generic user k at time t, a news α
is recommended to her according to its current score:
X
skl δelα ,1
(1)
Rkα (t) = δekα ,0 λt−tα
l∈Lk

where Lk is the set of leaders of user k, the term δekα ,0
equals one only when user k has not read news α yet and
the term δelα ,1 is one only if user l liked news α. To allow
fresh news to be accessed fast, recommendation scores are
also damped with time (λ ∈ (0, 1] is the damping factor).
2.2 Leader selection
As the model is adaptive, leader-follower connections are
periodically rewired to have the social network in an optimal state where users with high similarity are directly
connected. When rewiring occurs for user i, her current
leader with the lowest similarity value (j) is replaced with

a new user (k) if sik > sij . There are different selection
strategies for picking new candidate leaders, which are discussed in detail in [14,16]. In this work we employ a hybrid strategy for which the user k is picked at random in
the network with probability 0.1, otherwise she is selected
among the leaders’ leaders and followers of user i to maximize sik . This mechanism well mimics users establishing
mutual friendship relations, searching for friends among
friends of friends, and having casual encounters which may
lead to long-term relationships. In addition, it is an excellent compromise between computational cost and system’s
performance [16].

3 Measure of users’ similarity
It is clear from the previous section that users’ similarity
is a crucial ingredient of the model, as it determines both
recommendation scores and the leader selection process.
For the recommender system to work is hence important
to have reliable similarity measures, which however can
only be estimated by comparing users’ past assessments.
The definition of the similarity used in [13] is based on
the overall probability of agreement: for a pair of users i
and j,
!
T
T
1
|Ai Aj | + |Di Dj |
(0)
T
1− p
(2)
sij =
T
|Ni Nj |
|Ni Nj |

where Ai and Di (Aj and Dj ) are respectively the set of
news approved and disapproved by user i (by user j), and
Ni (Nj ) S
is the set of news
S read by user i (by user j), with
Ni = Ai Di (Nj = Aj Dj ). The term in the parentheses is intended to disfavor user pairs with small overlap,
which are more sensitive to statistical fluctuations.
The similarity measure just introduced is symmetric:
(0)
(0)
sij ≡ sji . However the leader-follower relation is not
symmetric, as news propagate from leader to follower and
not viceversa—unless the link is reciprocal. It is in fact
often the case that user j can be a good leader for user i,
whereas the opposite does not hold. For instance, j may
be interested only in a few categories like music and sport,
whereas i may have much broader interests (music, sport,
politics, economics). In this case, j is more selective in
news’ evaluation than i, and if she is selected by i as a
leader, she will forward only the news belonging to her
few favorite categories—which also match i’s interests. If
instead j selects i as a leader, she will receive more diverse
news, including the ones in which she is not interested.
For the sake of users’ satisfaction, j should be the leader
and i the follower, meaning that sij ≫ sji . According to
(0)
these considerations, we modify sij to build an asymmetric similarity measure as:
!
T
T
1
|Ai Aj | + |Di Dj |
(1)
1− p
(3)
sij =
|Nj |
|Nj |
which is the probability of agreement on the set of news
assessed by j (the actual or candidate leader).
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Two remarks are in order at this point. When the total
number of categories is big, users are usually interested in
only a limited number of them, and the fact that any
two users disapprove many news in common means that
their favorite categories do not overlap, but it does
T not
imply that they are similar. Hence the term |Di Dj | in
s(1) can be misleading. Additionally, when assessing the
quality of a leader, it would be more appropriate to refer
only to the news liked by the leader, which are the ones
that are actually passed to and eventually evaluated by
her followers. Consequently, we further introduced another
similarity index:
!
T
1
|Ai Aj |
(2)
1− p
(4)
sij =
|Aj |
|Aj |

which, by not considering dislikes, is basically a Jaccard
coefficient representing the probability of i liking a news
liked by j.
As a final remark, we note that a good leader not only
has to forward news that are liked by her followers, but
also has to block the news that they might dislike. We can
hence introduce another term in definition (4) in order to
minimize the probability of i disliking a news liked and
forwarded by j. We obtain:
!
T
T
1
|Ai Aj | − |Di Aj |
(3)
1− p
(5)
sij =
|Aj |
|Aj |
Note that in all the definitions above, when the similarity is undefined it is replaced by a small value s0 .
In what follows, we will study the behavior of the system under these similarity metrics. For numerical tests of
the model, we use a new agent-based framework.

4 Agent-based simulations
To model users’ interests and news’ attributes we use a
multiple vector model. There are a total of M different categories of news in the system (for instance: music, movies,
science, politics, business, technology, sport, gossip, and
so on). A generic user i has preference for 1 ≤ mi ≤ M ∗
of these categories, with M ∗ < M ,1 and the set of preferred categories of user i is denoted as Ci . As an example, if user i is interested in science and technology,
which have category labels 3 and 6, then Ci = {3, 6} and
mi = |Ci | = 2. Each preferred category c of user i is represented by a D-dimensional binary taste vector tci , with
entries representing the preference for the relative subcategories. Specifically, taste vectors have a fixed number
(DA ) of elements equal one (preferred sub-categories) and
all remaining elements equal zero. The user i in the above
(3)
example may have for instance ti = (0001100101) and
(6)
ti = (1010000011), which correspond to D = 10 and
1

We limit the number of preferred categories to M ∗ to avoid
having users who like everything.

2 news

L

F1

F2

[2, 5, 7]

[3, 7]

<1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0>

3

<1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0>

[2, 3, 6] <1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1>

F3

F4

[2, 6]

[2, 6, 8]

<1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1>

<0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1>

Fig. 1. Example of news spreading in the multiple vector
model. The numbers inside square brackets are users’ favorite
categories, whereas the vectors represent the users’ tastes and
news’ attributes in category c = 2

DA = 4. We make the restriction that any two users cannot have identical taste vectors corresponding to the same
category, meaning that there are not identical users in the
system. Summarizing, in the multiple vector model users
differ by how many categories they are interested in, by
their particular preferred categories and by their specific
preferences inside the categories. We remark that the single vector model used in [13] represents a special case of
our multiple vector model—corresponding to M = 1 and
mi = 1 ∀i.
Each news α in the system belongs to a single category, hence it is represented by a category label c and
a D-dimensional attribute vector acα . Category and attributes of a news are assigned when the news is initially
introduced to the system by a user i: c is taken at random
among i’s preferred categories (c ∈ Ci ), and the attribute
vector is set identical to i’s taste vector corresponding to
that category (acα ≡ tci ). The opinion of a reader j about
news α is based on the overlap of the news’ attributes with
the user’s tastes in the category the news belongs to:
Ωjα = htcj , acα i

(6)

where h·, ·i is a scalar product of two vectors and c is the
news’ category. If Ωjα ≥ ∆ user j likes news α (ejα = +1),
otherwise she dislikes it (ejα = −1). Here ∆ is the users’
approval threshold. However, if the news’ category c is
not one of j’s preferred categories (c ∈
/ Cj ), then j automatically dislikes the news. Figure 1 shows an example
(2)
of the propagation of a news α with c = 2 and aα =
(1100110000) in a system with ∆ = 2. The news arrives
to a certain user l for which c ∈ Cl and Ωlα ≥ ∆, hence
l likes the news and forwards it to her followers. Among
these followers, only F2 does not have c in her preferred
categories (c ∈
/ CF2 ) so she directly dislikes the news. For
F3 , c ∈ CF3 but ΩF3 α < ∆ so she also dislikes the news.
Instead both F1 and F4 at the same time are interested in
category c and get an overlap with α’s attributes greater
or equal than ∆, so they like the news and forward it to
their followers.
Simulation runs in discrete time steps. Assuming no a
priori information, the starting network configuration is
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Table 1. List of parameters used in simulations.
value
3003
10
10
4
14
6
3
0.05
0.02
3
0.9
10−7
10

given by randomly assigning L leaders to each user. Then
in each step, an individual user is active with probability
pA . When active, the user reads and evaluates the R toprecommended news she has received and with probability
pS submits a new news. The network of connections is
rewired every u time steps. Parameters values used in all
following simulations are given in Table 1.2

5 Results
We now study the described adaptive social recommender
system under different definitions of the similarity measure employed. We use five indices to measure the recommender system’s performance and the properties of the
leader-follower network:
– Average differences, the average number of vector elements in which users differ from their leaders: they
measure how well the network has P
adapted
P to1 users’
1
tastes and are defined as a.d. = LU
i
l∈L
 i ml
P
P
c
c
c∈Cl \(Cl ∩Ci ) 2DA . This defc∈Cl ∩Ci ||ti − tl ||+
inition comes from the following observation. We do
not consider the categories that are not preferred by
the leader l (also if i has preference for them) as the
news belonging to them cannot be forwarded from l to
i. Instead for a category preferred by l we distinguish
two cases: if also i has preference for it, we add the
relative vector difference; otherwise, we add the maximum difference between two vectors (equal to 2DA )
as this is the most undesirable scenario—l forwarding
news that do not match at all i’s preferences.
– Approval fraction, the ratio of news approvals to all
assessments: it tells how often users are satisfied with
the news
Pand is defined as
P they read
a.f. = iα δeiα ,1 / iα δ|eiα |,1
– Average news’ coverage µ = hKα i, the average number
of readers for a news: it measures how
P broad the news
has spread and is defined as µ = h i δ|eiα |,1 iα
– Coverage heterogeneity H = [1 + (σµ /µ)2 ]−1
2

Refer to [16] for a discussion about how the specific choice
of parameters influences the simulation results.

11
10
Average difference

symbol
U
L
M
M∗
D
DA
∆
pA
pS
R
λ
s0
u

s(0)

s(1)

s(3)

s(4)

s(2)

9
8
7
6
5

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Simulation steps

0.5

Approval fraction

parameter
Number of users
Number of leaders per user
Total number of categories
Max. number of preferred categories
Dimension of taste vectors
Active elements per vectors
Users’ approval threshold
Probability of being active
Probability of submitting a news
Number of news read when active
Damping of recommendation score
Base similarity for users
Period of the rewiring

0.4

s(0)

0.3

s(1)
s(2)

0.2

s(3)
s(4)
0.1
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Simulation steps

Fig. 2. Evolution of average differences (upper panel) and
approval fraction (lower panel) in the adaptive system ruled by
different definitions of the similarity. Refer to the next section
for the definition of s(4) .

– Fraction of dead ends (d.e.) or percentage of users with
no followers, from which a news cannot propagate further.
In addition to the adaptive networks evolving under
the different similarity indices already introduced, we also
consider a static system in which the network of connection is artificially constructed to minimize the average differences, i.e. we assume to know users’ underlying tastes.
The evolution of average differences and approval fraction in the system is shown in Figure 2, whereas Table 2
gives an overview of the results. We see from Figure 2
that after a relatively short transient, the average differences in the network stabilize to a stationary value,
which is notably high for s(0) and s(1) , and it is the lowest by construction for the artificial network. Concerning
the approval fraction, we first introduce a reference value
of 13.6% obtained when in our system news are recommended to users at random. Then, looking at Figure 2,
we immediately notice that by using the original similarity measure s(0) the recommender system performs quite
poorly—the approval fraction is around 45.3%. This sug-
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s(0)
s(1)
s(2)
s(3)
s(4)
artificial

a.f.
45.3
42.5
51.4
54.5
53.8
65.5

a.d.
5.95
8.12
6.40
6.48
5.11
3.33

µ
148.0
92.5
140.5
145.2
148.8
149.3

H
3.1
3.5
2.2
2.0
2.2
4.3

d.e.
5.9
5.2
6.4
0.9
3.9
58.7

1

10

0

10

artificial

s(0)

s(1)

s(2)

s(3)

s(4)

-1

10

p

Table 2. Summary of the recommender system’s performance
and of the network’s properties: approval fraction (a.f.), average difference (a.d.), average coverage (µ), coverage heterogeneity (H), fraction of dead ends (d.e.) and Shannon information entropy (I) for the artificially constructed network and
for the adaptive systems ruled by the various similarity definitions. Values at simulation step # 104 . Refer to the next
section for the definition of s(4) and I.

5

I
0.577
0.401
0.150
0.153
0.472
0.763

-2

10

-3

10

0

1

10

2

10

10

Out degree

6 Recommendation diversity
Besides providing accurate recommendations, i.e., recommendations for news that are actually liked by users, a
good recommender system should also consider the issue
of diversity, by avoiding recommending always the same

40

artificial
s(0)

30
Out degree

gests that the similarity as defined in equation (2) may
be not appropriate for a system of categories and subcategories, and for heterogeneous users. About the other
similarity definitions, while s(1) does not perform particularly better, both s(2) and s(3) can significantly improve
the approval fraction, achieving values over 50 % which are
much closer to the one of the artificial network (reported
in Table 2).
We move further by studying additional properties of
the leader-follower network. Recalling that the number of
leaders per user, L, is fixed, but there’s no restriction on
the number of followers a user can have, we plot in Figure 3 the probability distribution of the number of followers and the relation between the number of users’ preferred
categories and the average number of users’ followers. As
shown in the fifth column of Table 2, in the artificial network many users have no followers. This is because in the
process of minimizing the average differences users who
have many preferred categories are significantly penalized
and are hardly assigned as leaders, becoming in this ways
dead ends of the network (see the lower panel of Figure 3).
Instead, for the evolving adaptive system under the various definitions of similarity such phenomena is absent:
the use of users’ assessments does not penalize users with
many preferred categories as strongly as when using taste
vectors differences; moreover, the leader selection process
is not deterministic, hence also users with wide interests
have chances to get some followers. In these cases the distributions of the number of followers (upper panel of Figure 3) are more smooth with respect to the one of the artificial network, and feature wide tails—users with a few
preferred categories are still favored. We remark that the
form of these distributions closely resembles the one observed in real systems [17,19].

s(1)
s(2)
s(3)

20

s(4)

10
0
1

2

3

4

Number of Tastes

Fig. 3. Probability distribution for the number of users’ followers (upper panel) and average number of followers as a function
of the number of users’ preferred categories m (lower panel) at
simulation step # 104 and for different similarity measures
used. Refer to the next section for the definition of s(4) .

kind of content. The accuracy-diversity dilemma is a typical feature of recommender system, as often accuracy decreases when diversity improves, and vice-versa—with few
exceptions [9].
The result of the previous section is that the highest degree of users’ satisfaction is obtained by a network
configuration in which highly selective users (with a few
preferred categories) are chosen as leaders. In this situation there is the risk that, for any user, if the few preferred
categories of her leaders overlap, then the users will be recommended with news covering only these categories, while
she can still have additional interests—but never receiving news about them, resulting in poor information diversity. To avoid such undesirable situation, beside the leaderfollower similarity, the leader selection process should also
account for the similarity among the leaders themselves.
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Therefore we introduce another similarity metric:
X |Aj T Al |
1
(3)
(4)
S
sij = sij −
L−1
|Aj Al |

(7)

0.7

l∈Li ,l6=j

0.6

(3)

0.5

Entropy

which is based on s (the best performing in accuracy)
with an additional term that aims at minimizing the similarity between the candidate leader j and the current
leaders of user i. Note that for the second term we use
a symmetric Jaccard index (as there is no role difference
among leaders), and we do not consider dislikes (see the
discussion in the section about the similarity measures).
In order to measure the recommendation diversity in
our adaptive system, we use the number of recommendations for each category. Specifically, if we denote fic as
the frequency for which user i reads news belonging to
category c, we can introduce the standard Shannon information entropy [20]:
1 XX c
fi ln(fic )
(8)
I=−
U i

0.1

0.0
0

(4)

which reduces to s(3) when γ = 0, and to sij when γ =
1. Clearly, γ controls the weight given to the similarity
among leaders.

3
PThe maximum value of I can be computed as
− m P (m) log(m), where P (m) is the probability that a users
has preference for m categories.

s(0)

s(1)

s(3)

s(4)

2000

4000

6000

s(2)

8000

10000

Simulation steps

Fig. 4. Evolution of the information entropy in the adaptive
system ruled by different definitions of the similarity.
0.8

0.56

0.7

Approval fraction

0.55

0.6
0.54
0.5
0.53
0.4
0.52

Entropy

l∈Li ,l6=j

0.3

0.2

c∈Ci

which is maximal when the frequencies are the same (maximum disorder)3 and zero if each user only reads news of
a single category.
The evolution of the information entropy in the adaptive system is shown in Figure 4 and its final values are reported in Table 2. Comparing Figures 2 and 4, we immediately observe the accuracy-diversity dilemma: s(0) , which
is the worst performing in approval fraction, achieves the
highest diversity, whereas, s(3) , which achieves the highest
approval fraction, has the worst performance in diversity.
The newly proposed s(4) features a degree of accuracy very
similar to the one of s(3) , and at the same time achieves
slightly better average differences. However when it comes
to diversity, s(4) significantly outperforms s(3) . Summarizing, using s(4) as similarity measure (i.e., minimizing the
similarity among leaders), allows to significantly enhance
the recommendation diversity while effectively preserving
the recommendation accuracy.
The final point we address is to what extent one should
consider the similarity among leaders in order to obtain
good recommendations. There are two extreme cases here:
considering only the leader-follower similarity as in s(3) results in very low diversity, whereas, if too much weight is
given to the second term of s(4) then the approval fraction
may suffer significantly. In order to find the best compromise between accuracy and diversity of our recommendation model, we introduce a tunable parameter γ in the
definition of s(4) and obtain:
X |Aj T Al |
γ
(3)
(4)
S
,
(9)
s̃ij = sij −
L−1
|Aj Al |

0.4

0.3

Approval fraction

0.51

0.2

Entropy
0.1

0.50
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Fig. 5. Stationary values (simulation step # 104 ) of approval
(4)
fraction and information entropy in the system when s̃ij is
used, and for different values of the parameter γ.

The stationary values of approval fraction and infor(4)
mation entropy obtained by using s̃ij for different values
of γ are reported in Figure 5. We first observe that, in the
range of the γ values considered, the information entropy
increases linearly and significantly with γ, becoming at the
end very close to its maximum value. The approval fraction shows instead an opposite trend: it decreases with
γ, as expected, although the reduction is only of a few
(4)
percentage points. This means that by using s̃ij it is possible to considerably gain in diversity, at the small cost of
slightly reducing accuracy. More importantly, the approval
fraction has an initial plateau—for γ ≤ 0.5, its value remains almost constant. Using a value of γ in this region
hence allows to obtain higher diversity of the news users
read (up to twice the initial value of I), without harming
at all the recommendations’ accuracy.
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7 Conclusions
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9. T. Zhou, Z. Kuscsik, J.-G. Liu, M. Medo, J. R. Wakeling
and Y.-C. Zhang, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 107, 4511
(2010).
How to deliver the right content to the right user is a
fundamental issue in the modern society facing informa- 10. C.-J. Zhang and A. Zeng, Physica A 391, 1822 (2012).
tion overload. Recommender systems represent a possi- 11. A. Zeng, C. H. Yeung, M.-S. Shang and Y.-C. Zhang, Europhys. Lett. 97, 18005 (2012).
ble answer to this problem, and are currently widely-used
12.
J. Golbeck, Science 321, 5896 (2008).
as information filtering tools. Recently, the use of social
13.
M. Medo, Y.-C. Zhang and T. Zhou, Europhys. Lett. 88,
connections to obtain recommendations has emerged, and
38005 (2009).
various adaptive social recommendation models have been
14. G. Cimini, M. Medo, T. Zhou, D. Wei and Y.-C. Zhang,
proposed by researchers. Numerical tests of these models
Eur. Phys. J. B 80, 201 (2011).
often require an agent-based approach, where users and
15. D. Wei, T. Zhou, G. Cimini, P. Wu, W. Liu and Y.-C.
content have to be modeled in a simple yet realistic way.
Zhang, Physica A 390, 2117 (2011).
In this work we studied the social recommendation 16. G. Cimini, D.-B. Chen, M. Medo, L. Lü, Y.-C. Zhang and
process within an agent-based framework where users’ tastes T. Zhou, Phys. Rev. E 85, 046108 (2012).
are modeled by multiple vectors. Our approach allows to 17. T. Zhou, M. Medo, G. Cimini, Z.-K. Zhang and Y.-C.
model heterogeneity of users in a rather exhaustive way,
Zhang, Plos One 6(7), e20648 (2011).
while being fairly simple to treat. We proposed and stud- 18. D.-B. Chen and H. Gao, Chin. Phys. Lett. 29, 048901
ied several alternative indices to measure users’ taste sim(2012).
ilarity and build the leader-follower network, and deter- 19. A.-L. Barabasi and R. Albert, Science 286, 509 (1999).
mined the ones for which the system produces more ac- 20. C. E. Shannon, Bell System Technical Journal 27, 379
(1948).
curate recommendations. We found that users are more

satisfied when their leaders are selective users with a few
preferred categories but who are reliable by only forwarding the contents belonging to those categories. As in such
situation there is the risk for users to always get recommended with the same kind of content, we finally discussed
the accuracy-diversity dilemma, and propose additional
similarity indices which significantly increase the diversity of the recommendation process without harming its
accuracy.
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